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ABSTRACT: In ubiquitous and intelligent environments, the human-system interaction has become a major concern. Consequently, a new form of interaction is emerging, the ubiquitous interaction. Within this context, a system that performs at realtime and as required by the user would support the reliability and reinforce the purpose of such interaction. Adapting the information to the context of use by knowing at the right time the appropriate useful one remains the most crucial challenge to address. Up until today, there is no agreement on an ideal operating strategy for adaptive systems. However, it is recognized that adaptation strategy is a range of policies designed for the system when responding to a specific event. In the light of this, one of our key policy issues is to extract the information needed to create and update a current user model as well as his environment. A dynamic modelling approach has been described in this paper. As such, based on the currently used technology, the dynamic composition of web services, this work demonstrates how a task model will be dynamically generated, thus, providing the basis for the automatic and realtime generation of the user interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper outlines the use of Web services discovery technologies to build a real-time model of the user-system interaction. The ultimate goal is to deduce from this model the contents of the mobile user interface in a ubiquitous environment. The proposed approach is particularly based on the semantic Web service matching. The match and discovery engine applies this approach to dynamically create the model by discovering and selecting the relevant elementary models which are specified in OWL-S atomic services. A generic algorithm of this engine can be a valuable help in understanding how it works. Specifically, we show how a user’s elementary action that meets certain selection criteria can be transformed into a service which will be processed by this engine to select the expected elementary model and thus to build the whole model.

Web services are defined by W3C as "a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network" [1]. Web service discovery plays a key role in finding appropriate Web services. The challenge is to discover accurate Web services in accordance with users’ requirements [2]. Semantic Web services promise the combination of semantic Web with Web service technology in order to overcome the limitations of current Web services by adding explicit semantics to them [3][4][5]. In particular, semantic Web Services promise to provide solutions to the challenges posed by the automated discovery, dynamic composition, enactment, and other tasks associated with managing and using service-based approaches [6][7]. Semantic Web services aimed at providing formal descriptions of requests and Web services that can be exploited to automate several activities in the Web services usage process, including dynamic discovery of services. The interoperability of autonomously developed and deployed Web services have greatly benefited from the notion of semantic Web services [8]. Discovery of services is the process of finding Web services Provider locations which satisfy specific requirements.

Our approach doesn’t aim at providing a conceptual model for semantic Web service discovery but it exploits this key feature to implement what we refer to as dynamic composition of a realtime model. In this paper, we investigate the implementation of a discovery engine that can provide dynamic model discovery. In effect, this model describes the user-ubiquitous system interaction.

Ubiquitous systems are systems that aim at providing the suitable information relevant to the interaction with mobile users. They will be able to adapt dynamically their behaviours based on the context change of users. This ability consists in perceiving the environment, detecting the contextual parameters and dynamically reacts to the environment...
variations to satisfy the realtime user's needs and requirements [9] [10] [11]. In our study, we particularly investigate the context of use generated by the user’s activity’s change.

Our main retrieval mechanism is to build realtime and dynamic user interaction models (Fig.1). Thus, the system could have a suitable representation of the user-system interaction in a particular situation on realtime. Hence, it can deduce the suitable model or build a realtime one according to the current context of use. It can then adaptively present to the user the relevant information concerning what he is doing. Our method is to divide the model of user activity in sub-basic activities that we call "Elementary actions". Then, we represent these elementary actions with owl-s atomic services. Finally, the realtime construction of such dynamic models is none other than the automatically and dynamically discovery and invocation of services.

II. SEMANTIC WEB SERVICES AND OWL-S LANGUAGE

Semantic Web Services promise to provide solutions to the challenges associated with automated discovery, dynamic composition, and enactment [12]. OWL-S is a specific owl-based Web service ontology [13]. It supplies a core set of markup language constructs for describing Web service in computer-interpretable form. The OWL-S ontology is designed to provide a framework for semantically describing such services from several perspectives (e.g., discovery, invocation, composition). Each service is characterized by three main concepts: Profile, Process and Grounding (Fig.2).

The Profile feature describes the semantic properties and capabilities of a service. It represents a specification of what functionality is provided by the service through a certain number of parameters. The Process represents the current composition and gives a detailed description of a service’s operation [14]. The Grounding specifies on how to interoperate with a service via messages [15]. There are three key properties that describe a service profile. Service Name which refers to the name of the service, it can be used as an identifier. The Text Description which provides a brief description of the service, including what the service requires to work. And the Contact Information that provides a mechanism of referring to humans or individuals responsible for the service.

The abstract procedural concepts provided by OWL-S ontology can be used along with the domain specific OWL ontologies [12]. These concepts are characterized as an IOPR model (Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Results) which
provide the terms, concepts, and relationships used to describe various service properties (Fig. 3). The Inputs are required data for the service execution, whereas outputs are data that the process returns to the requester. The preconditions are determining factors imposed over the inputs and that must hold for the process to be successfully invoked. The result entity specifies means to meet the process’s results with corresponding outputs. Each result can be associated to a result condition, called inCondition; it specifies when that particular result can occur. Therefore, an inCondition binds inputs to the corresponding outputs. It is assumed that such conditions are mutually exclusive, so that only one result can be obtained for each possible situation. When an inCondition is satisfied, there are properties, associated to this event, which specify the corresponding output (withOutput property) and, possibly, the Effects (hasEffect properties) produced by the execution of the process.

The execution of a process may also result in changes of the state of the world. Note that there is a fundamental difference between effects and outputs. Effects describe conditions in the world, while outputs describe information. OWL-S does not assume that outputs and effects are the same for every execution of the process. Rather, it allows the specification of the set of conditions under which the outputs or the effects may result. Because of the need for conditions, OWL-S defines the classes of ConditionalOuput and ConditionalEffect. Both classes allow a number of conditions to be associated with the outputs and the effects respectively. Unconditional outputs and effects are defined by leaving the list of conditions empty implicitly saying that the condition is always true.

Two classes of services can be identified depending on the complexity of the interaction with a service: Atomic Services and Composite Services [1]. With the former type, a single program, sensor or device is invoked by a request message. Then, it performs its task and produces a single response to the requester. Thus, there is no ongoing interaction between the user and the service. The latter type is composed of more multiple primitive services and may require an extended interaction or conversation between the requester and the set of involved services.
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Fig. 3 Parametric structure of OWL-S service profiles

The atomic process is a description of an atomic service which can be directly called while passing appropriate messages. The composite process is decomposable into atomic processes or other composite ones while using control constructs such as sequence, split, choice, if-then-else, iterate, repeat-while, and repeat-until.

### III. Conceptual and Functional Framework of the Proposed Adaptation Strategy

In the interest of getting appropriate services, the system queries the EARegistry register. The service discovery is, in fact, achieved through its description in the EARegistry. Following acquisition of the required service, the system could easily retrieve the needed information. In other words, based on the service description it may make binding and call service functions, including “UserRequirements” Parameter.

Fig. 4 depicts a detailed and analytical view of the various architecture components [16][17]. The emphasis is on “ChainMaker” component especially given where he is the core architecture. It shall ensure the discovery mechanism and it will dynamically build the model’s file using semantic specification of concepts defined by the domain ontology.
There are three distinct phases prove to be crucial to dynamically create a model’s sequence. The next EA necessary to meet the system’s need must to be discovered at first stage. Secondly, the most relevant EA must be selected. Finally, perform the matching operation in order to retrieve results from the EA which is being processed. To reach these targets, we proposed to use semantic descriptions of web services, particularly “precondition” and “results” concepts of OWL-S specification. The suggested solution can be described in the steps below.

- Through the system query analysis, identify the required functionality is the first step.
- Secondly, thanks to their semantic description stored in the EARegistry, we must locate the appropriate elementary actions (EADiscovery) to be useful for the current task processing.
- Select the (SEA) that best fits the system requirements (EASelection) is the afterwards step.
- Then, we must combine the selected services in order to satisfy targeted need (ChainMaker).
- All that remains is the final stage, get results given by the SEA (Requirement Deduction).

Fig. 4 Adaptation System: reduced functional architecture
The proposed architecture covers, thus, the following key components which work well in harmonic combination: (i) a “chainMaker” which ensures the current model chaining. (ii) A “Knowledge Repository” that stores data and ontologies, inter alia, service semantic descriptions which were presented by an OWL ontology, more particularly “EARegistry”. (iii) The criteria useful to select the “SEA” will be identified and analysed by the “EARequester” component. However, the corresponding API “EARequester API” will transform the initial query description into a pseudo-description by referring to terms and concepts of the domain ontology. This way, whenever an action is invoked through its input parameters, it will return the output parameters as results.

IV. ALGORITHMS

In this section, we conduct the analysis and development of algorithms that reflect the adaptation strategy focus on desired objectives. For this purpose, three main operational cases have been considered:

(a). Normal Execution Mode: This mode is considered as the default case and the system shall be in normal operating under this mode.
(b). Re-planning Execution Mode: It would take place in a context change.
(c). Planning Execution Mode: Supposed to be held during unknown case management.

A. Normal mode algorithm

This algorithm (Fig. 5) presumes the presence of normal execution environment. It rightly starts from situation analysis and formulate the corresponding query. The “SequencePlanner” module retrieves the “owl-s Process Model” concerning this specific request. Then, it parses the file content and extracts two main lists. The first one includes basic actions to manage the current situation. The sequencing of these actions is organized in the second extracted list.
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B. The other operational algorithms

The second operation mode, i.e. “ReplanningExecutionMode”, is defined by the below mentioned algorithm. This algorithm will be triggered when whether the context of use changes. In such a case, the initially pre-selected EA is likely to become inappropriate. The corresponding Elementary Actions the most suitable for the new situation management must be re-planned. This new planning is based on discovery and selection approaches. These particular tasks are the responsibility of the “SequencePlanner” module. This mechanism remains the same for the third mode, although this mechanism begins in this way from the operation start.
C. **EA preparation algorithm**

Initially, the basic actions - intended to be used by the adaptation strategy as atomic or composite web services - begin loading in the temporary repository (T: TempEARegistry). This pre-selection (Fig. 6) is based on an analysis of contextual information [16] relating to usual activities, profile of the user, etc. These parameters constitute the first request (**InitRequest**). Therefore, both the extraction performance invocation of EA as well as the execution time will be improved.

**Algorithm (0) EAPreselection**

Find $E/A$ that best match with the initial Request ($InitRequest$) of the adaptation system

Returns set of EA

```
Function EAPreselection(InitRequest IR)
Local FirstResult;
Begin
For All (EA) Do
While (EA.hasCategory = IR.Category) OR (EA.hasActivity=IR.Activity) OR (EA.hasProfile=IR.Profile)
FirstResult := FirstResult $\cup$ {EA}
Return FirstResult
End EAPreselection
```

Fig. 6 The Pre-selection algorithm

After the pre-selection step, comes loading step which is done in temporary repository. Then, in the light of what has been selected above, the location and the recovery of candidate EA will progress in most efficient and effective way. Now we will discuss the selection (Fig. 7) of the next EA that fit the request and the ranking step using a pre-extracted set of criteria, of which requirements are developed in the subsequent algorithms.

**Algorithm (1) EASelection**

Find $E/A$ that best match with the Request ($SysRequest$) of the adaptation system

Returns set of EA (Ordered)

Notation: $EAc = \{EA \subset T, avec la même Catégorie\}$

```
Function EASelection(SysRequest SR)
Local CurrentResult;
Local PriorityDegree;
Begin
/*the algorithm begins by extracting any feature of priority on which he will order the EA*/
PriorityDegreeSys := extractPD(SR)
For All (EA $\epsilon EAc$) Do
If ConceptSim(SR, EA) Then
CurrentResult := CurrentResult $\cup$ InsertOrdered(CurrentResult, EA)
End if
End For
Return CurrentResult
End EASelection
```

Fig. 7 The EA Selection algorithm

The second step of selection process is based on semantic comparison of concepts, while considering that Inputs and Outputs refer certainly to domain ontology concepts. This phase is based on semantic similarity between the query and the EA descriptions. In this respect, we found it particularly helpful in referring to the approach proposed by [18] and approved by [20] method [19] to calculate the semantic similarity of two concepts X and Y: ConceptSim (X, Y).
D. Model composition and execution algorithms

The below-described algorithm (Fig. 8 a&b) allows composite service generation from the description given by EASElection operation. The algorithm is based on composability rules key to understanding how two EA are composable (e.g. Sequential, Parallel, Choice, etc.). Two composability rule types where identified: (i) Syntax rules which include rules of operation’s types and protocol connections between EAs (i.e. the bindings). And (ii) semantic rules including rules that control exchanged message compatibility and service semantic domain compatibility. Technically speaking, however, the algorithm has direct impact on the current execution model file (CurrentModel.owl). Having the current EA as input in one hand, and how to add this EA to the current model on the other hand, the algorithm allow the EA integration in the whole current model while checking some properties.

Algorithm Chainmaker
It tries to update the model running by adding, deleting, or modifying an elementary action
Returns the current model in execution "CurrentModel.owl"

1: Function Chainmaker (CurrentEA, MMode)
2: Begin
3: While ( MUTEvent := False)
4: /* Open the owl file corresponding to the current elementary action */
   owlDoc = Load ("EA.owl ");
5: /* Merge two files => add selected content of the current action
   at the end of file CurrentModel*/
   Merge (CurrentModel, CurrentEA, MMode)  Function Call
6: FileStorage (CurrentModel)  Function Call
7: Out (CurrentModel) /* File Out*/
8: End Function

Fig. 8 (a) Current Model Construction algorithm

Algorithm Merge
It tries to Merge two files
Returns Updated file

1: Function Merge (CurrentModel, CurrentEA, MMode)
2: Local ContentToUpdate = "<process:composedOf>" (String)
3: Begin
4: /* Reading file until reaching the end of the file :
   ("</process:composedOf> </process:CompositeProcess>")*/
5: a return line and add the tag according to MMode
   Switch (MMode)
   Begin
7: Case of "Choice"
8: ContentToUpdate = ContentToUpdate + "<process:Choice>"
9: Case of "Seq"
10: ContentToUpdate = ContentToUpdate + "<process:Sequence>"
11: Case of "Par"
12: ContentToUpdate = ContentToUpdate + "<process:Parallel>"
13: ... End Switch
14: End Switch
15: ContentToUpdate = ContentToUpdate + "</process:composedOf>"
16: End Function

Fig. 8 (b) The Merge algorithm (Function)
E. User Interface Generation

A GUI is generally specified by one or more widget(s). A widget was originally defined as a graphical user interface component. Within the ambit of our approach, these objects are dynamically identified and assembled on the fly under the adaptation engine monitoring. In this step, the realtime reorganization as well as the arrangement of necessary and available widget are supervised. Ultimately, our aim is to build the most appropriate and useful GUI (Fig. 9).

1) Content categorization

Our proposed categorization aims at highlighting the type of information according to the user’s requirements. The contextual data that help the user by giving him useful information is called Informational Parameters (InfoParam). Moreover, the user may need some judicious information to help him make a decision in a particular situation or under collaborative activities. This kind of information is called Decisional Parameters (DeciParam). Some information may not be interesting for the user, while it should be heavyweight informative. This kind of information is called Alert Parameters (AlerParam). Each of these types will be transmitted to the user interface through different forms according to their specific content as described below:

- Alergets: (Alerting-widgets) the content of these widgets is considered warnings to evoke an emergency state and thus request a direct user intervention.
- Infogets: (Informational-widgets) the content of these widgets is closely related to the user’s requirements.
- Decigets: (Decisional-widgets) the content of these widgets consists of judicious data that enable smarter decisions.

Within this classification, the user interface content and presentation can give advice by smarter decisions and calls the user’s attention by alerting him about a specific situation. This also may lead to improve the preciseness and the conciseness of the provided information. Finally, based on the Petri-nets model of the user activity and taking into
account the identified contextual parameters, it will be easily to deduce all widgets needed for a useful user interface. This is simply realized by associating the suitable widgets to each corresponding parameter (Fig. 10). Based on the previously described classification, the precision and conciseness of the provided information become much more significant.

2) Content generation

Based on the current user activity model [21], and while taking into account the identified contextual parameters; it would, therefore, be straightforward to derive all widget necessary for a useful user interface generation. This is achieved while matching the appropriate widget with the corresponding parameter.

It is noteworthy that a third platform implements the interface generator. After retrieving data from the user’s device, “User Interface Generation” module should generate the interface (Fig.9 & Fig.10). Then, it should transfer it to the target platform to adapt. This method allows creating interfaces in accordance with the target’s capacities and user’s preferences and habits. A specific DTD document and XSL Stylesheet will be later used to generate ad-hoc interface. The DTD document is indeed a document that describes an XML model. It defines the allowed tags, their orders and elements sets they define. Thus, only the useful tags will be displayed when generating the interface. Finally, the XSL stylesheet describes how the same DTD XML based documents will be submitted and displayed. The interface model is an interface representation aspect with a certain abstraction degree. Graphical interface information, notation and high-level description are used to reflect the various aspects of this model. However, the final interface is typically composed of source code and all details useful for running on a specific platform. In other hand, a concrete interface merely constitutes a description form that contains presentation details as well as components’ layout. With regard to the adaptation, it can be performed when generation the final interface or at runtime.

V. RESULTS

A simple conceptual proposal test is presented. The implementation of knowledge and data used by the whole system was created through the Protégé tool, and will be detailed in future paper. We just present results of test corresponding to user interface generation. To implement the user’s task as web service we must first create the operation class that implement this task (eg. Fig. 11). Then we will have to deduce the corresponding WSDL description (eg. Fig. 12).
Develop and compile the owl-s description model is the next step. The final step requires (a) the compilation of the process model specific to the current execution of the web service; (b) the compilation of the profile that facilitates discovery. Finally, (c) compile the “Grounding” facet related the process model. Initial evolution tests have shown satisfactory results that best meet our expectation. Indeed, based on the ontology and semantic data, the system is able to deduct at realtime the required information. This required information is the expected outcome of the web service that encapsulates the current task. It’s important to note that only interesting services will be invoked by the system to construct the task model. The deduction of the required information needed to be display (Fig. 13), while the task is being executed, is the retrieval results returned by the WSDL file scanning. The user interface should contain an informational widget (Infogets) that display on the target device’s screen the useful informational data. For this reason, we actually speak about the user interface generation from the web service’s WSDL description.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The ultimate purpose of the ubiquitous computing is to make the task of the user easy in a very pleasant and useful interface. In particular, it aims at replace his intervention in any time-wasting task. The capacity to build user’s interfaces that support these purposes in ubiquitous environment has attracted quite a bit of attention. In this paper, we have presented an approach suitable for continually updating the user’s changing requirements, thus ensure a realtime adaptation of the provided information to suit needs, preferences and distinct behaviours of different users. The objective is to make and apply on-the-fly deductions and decisions about which widgets will be displayed on the mobile devices. With the use of owl-s technology, the required information – is actually supplied by web services – can be made more efficient and more dynamic. With a simple test example, we have focused on how to deduce the required information from the elementary task WSDL description; therefore how to generate user interface content.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wsdl:definitions targetNamespace="http://hypoglycemiaTreatment"
xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap"
xmlns:impl="http://hypoglycemiaTreatment"
xmlns:intf="http://hypoglycemiaTreatment"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<!--WSDL created by Apache Axis version: 1.4
Built on Apr 22, 2006 (06:55:48 PDT)-->
</wsdl:definitions>
```
<wsdl:types>
  <schema elementFormDefault="qualified"
    targetNamespace="http://hypoglycemiaTreatment"
    xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
    <element name="returnUGR">
      <complexType>
        <sequence>
          <element name="T1" type="Transition"/>
          <element name="P2" type="Place"/>
        </sequence>
      </complexType>
    </element>
    <element name="returnUGRRResponse">
      <complexType>
        <sequence>
          <element name="returnUGRReturn" type="xsd:float"/>
        </sequence>
      </complexType>
    </element>
  </schema>
</wsdl:types>

<wsdl:message name="returnUGRRResponse">
  <wsdl:part element="impl:returnUGRRResponse" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>

<wsdl:message name="returnUGRRequest">
  <wsdl:part element="impl:returnUGR" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>

<wsdl:portType name="GlucoseRateMeasure">
  <wsdl:operation name="returnUGR">
    <wsdl:input message="impl:returnUGRRequest" name="returnUGRRequest"/>
    <wsdl:output message="impl:returnUGRRResponse" name="returnUGRRResponse"/>
  </wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>

<wsdl:binding name="GlucoseRateMeasureSoapBinding" type="impl:GlucoseRateMeasure" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http">"/
  <wsdl:operation name="returnUGR">
    <wsdl:input name="returnUGRRequest"/>
    <wsdl:output name="returnUGRRResponse"/>
  </wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>

<wsdl:service name="GlucoseRateMeasureService">
  <wsdl:port binding="impl:GlucoseRateMeasureSoapBinding" name="GlucoseRateMeasure">
    <wsdl:address location="http://localhost:8080/ElementaryActionServers/services/GlucoseRateMeasure"/>
  </wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>
</wsdl:definitions>
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